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- Data dissemination
- Trade Indicators for dissemination
Data dissemination

Time leg is 9 months after the closing reference for annual data that will be available for publication.

Time leg is 2 months after the closing reference for Quarterly that will be available for publication.

The above time leg can be improved faster if the time leg of custom data collection is fast.

No publicly announce scheduled release date, but have schedule printing for publication (quarterly / annual data).

No adjustment data should be made at the current status of compilation, but maybe done in the future if human resources (TA) and financial supports are provided.
Data dissemination

At currently the data/reports can be disseminated by publication (printing book)

Data dissemination can be available online in a future for brief contents.
Trade Indicators in the publication

For confidentiality data, the NIS has aggregated commodity for import and export by product and by partner counties.

For indicators for Imports and exports of goods are:
- by products based on SITC rev.4 at 2 digit level
- by partner countries based on numeric three digit.
- Share (%) to total trade by products
- Share (%) to total trade by partner countries
- by Region (volume and share (%) to total trades), i.e. Africa, Americas, Asia (other than ASEAN), Europe, Oceania and Other countries.
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